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World Class Facilities

Our compelling ‘under-one-roof’ service ensures that the best scientific minds can quickly and 
easily collaborate to move your project forward. We recruit from a global talent pool for diversity of 
intellectual input and, by investing in our scientists’ on-going development, they stay at the cutting 
edge of the latest advances.

Located in our spacious facility on Charnwood Campus, we create an environment that allows 
colleagues to work effectively by providing time and space to reflect, think and share how best to 
achieve a client’s goals.

Our labs are set up to facilitate high levels of communication between multidisciplinary teams 
enabling rapid problem solving and the best possible project outcomes.

Charnwood Discovery is a leading provider of drug discovery services, from standalone customized 
solutions through to fully integrated programs that enhance the experience and success of complex 
drug discovery. 

Founded in 1998 we have grown and expanded to offer multiple services across chemistry, 
bioscience and ADME / DMPK and are an established partner of choice for many biotech and 
pharmaceutical companies.  

Our client centric, flexible approach, combined with a commitment to innovation and excellence sees 
many clients return to us year on year to support their research programs.
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Drug Discovery Solutions

Our collaborative and flexible approach ensures we add value across the drug discovery pipeline 
from target validation through to pre-clinical candidates.

Whether you need a standalone or fully integrated solution our multidisciplinary teams provide 
innovation and excellence across:

           Strategic Review
• Analysis & interpretation of   
 emerging data vs candidate  
 drug target profile
• Compound quality review
• Joint project team meetings
• The right people for the right  
 question

Medicinal Chemistry 
• Compound design meetings
• In silico property prediction &  
 docking experiments
• CADD for idea generation /  
 SAR
• IP review & FTO searches

Evaluation
• Biochemical assays
• Cell-based assays
• Tier 1 & 2 DMPK assays
• Clear screening cascade
 with well defined acceptance
 criteria to support progression

        Synthetic Chemistry    
• Highly experienced and  
 well-equipped team
• Synthetic tractability
• Route design / optimization
• Dedicated analytical &
 purification support team
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“  
We were impressed by the expediency and success of 

Charnwood to conquer a challenging process and deliver a key 
intermediate in excellent quality. 

Regular, clear and concise information was appreciated.  ”
Project Lead, Basel

“  
We expected great things and your team are exceeding those

expectations already!   ”
Project Lead, biotech company, USA

“  
The timely and successful development of the chemistry for the 

synthesis of ANT3273 has facilitated the preclinical studies for this 
potential drug. Their expertise and flexibility have made them one 
of our key partners for chemistry.”
CEO, Antabio


